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Kastner, Sabine, Peter De Weerd, Mark A. Pinsk, M. Idette
Elizondo, Robert Desimone, and Leslie G. Ungerleider.Modulation
of sensory suppression: implications for receptive field sizes in the human
visual cortex.J Neurophysiol86: 1398–1411, 2001. Neurophysiological
studies in monkeys show that when multiple visual stimuli appear simul-
taneously in the visual field, they are not processed independently, but
rather interact in a mutually suppressive way. This suggests that multiple
stimuli compete for neural representation. Consistent with this notion, we
have previously found in humans that functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) signals in V1 and ventral extrastriate areas V2, V4, and
TEO are smaller for simultaneously presented (i.e., competing) stimuli
than for the same stimuli presented sequentially (i.e., not competing).
Here we report that suppressive interactions between stimuli are also
present in dorsal extrastriate areas V3A and MT, and we compare these
interactions to those in areas V1 through TEO. To exclude the possibility
that the differences in responses to simultaneously and sequentially
presented stimuli were due to differences in the number of transient
onsets, we tested for suppressive interactions in area V4, in an experiment
that held constant the number of transient onsets. We found that the fMRI
response to a stimulus in the upper visual field was suppressed by the
presence of nearby stimuli in the lower visual field. Further, we excluded
the possibility that the greater fMRI responses to sequential compared
with simultaneous presentations were due to exogeneous attentional
cueing by having our subjects count T’s or L’s at fixation, an attentionally
demanding task. Behavioral testing demonstrated that neither condition
interfered with performance of the T/L task. Our previous findings
suggested that suppressive interactions among nearby stimuli in areas V1
through TEO were scaled to the receptive field (RF) sizes of neurons in
those areas. Here we tested this idea by parametrically varying the spatial
separation among stimuli in the display. Display sizes ranged from 23
2° to 73 7° and were centered at 5.5° eccentricity. Based on the effects
of display size on the magnitude of suppressive interactions, we estimated
that RF sizes at an eccentricity of 5.5° were,2° in V1, 2–4° in V2, 4–6°
in V4, larger than 7° (but still confined to a quadrant) in TEO, and larger
than 6° (confined to a quadrant) in V3A. These estimates of RF sizes in
human visual cortex are strikingly similar to those measured in physio-
logical mapping studies in the homologous visual areas in monkeys.

I N T R O D U C T I O N

The visual scenes that we experience in everyday life are
typically cluttered with many different objects. However, only

a limited amount of this information reaches awareness or gets
stored in memory, indicating that there is limited processing
capacity within the visual system (Broadbent 1958; Duncan
1980; Treisman 1969). Because of this limited capacity, mul-
tiple objects in cluttered visual scenes compete for neural
representation.

What are the neural correlates for competition among mul-
tiple objects? Single-cell recording studies have investigated
this question by comparing responses evoked by a single visual
stimulus presented within a neuron’s receptive field (RF) to
those evoked by the same stimulus when a second stimulus is
presented simultaneously with it in the RF (Moran and Desi-
mone 1985; Reynolds et al. 1999). It has been shown that the
responses to the paired stimuli are a weighted average of the
responses to the individual stimuli when presented alone. For
example, if a single effective stimulus evoked a high firing rate
and a single ineffective stimulus evoked a low firing rate, the
responses to the paired stimuli were reduced compared with
those evoked by the single effective stimulus. This result
indicates that two stimuli presented together within a neuron’s
RF are not processed independently, but rather interact with
each other in a mutually suppressive way. This sensory sup-
pressive interaction among multiple stimuli within RFs has
been interpreted as an expression of competition for neural
representation, and it has been found in several areas of the
visual cortex, including areas V2, V4, the middle temporal
(MT) and medial superior temporal (MST) areas, and inferior
temporal (IT) cortex (Miller et al. 1993; Moran and Desimone
1985; Recanzone et al. 1997; Reynolds et al. 1999; Rolls and
Tovee 1995; Sato 1989).

In a recent short report, we demonstrated sensory suppres-
sive interactions in the human visual system using functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) (Kastner et al. 1998).
Complex visual stimuli, known to evoke robust responses in
ventral visual areas of the monkey brain, were presented in
four nearby locations under two presentation conditions: se-
quential and simultaneous (Fig. 1,A andB). In the sequential
condition, each stimulus was presented alone in one of the four
locations. In the simultaneous condition, the stimuli were
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shown together in the four locations. Integrated over time, the
amount of visual stimulation in each of the four locations was
identical under the two conditions. However, suppressive in-
teractions among stimuli within RFs could take place only in
the simultaneous, not in the sequential one. Based on the
results from monkey recordings, we hypothesized that the
fMRI signals would be smaller during the simultaneous than
during the sequential presentations because of the mutual sup-
pression induced by competitively interacting stimuli (Fig.
1D). As predicted, simultaneous presentations evoked weaker
fMRI responses than sequential presentations in V1 and ventral
extrastriate areas V2/VP, V4, and TEO. Moreover, the differ-
ence in activations between sequential and simultaneous pre-
sentations increased from V1 to V4 and TEO, suggesting that
the suppressive interactions were scaled to the progressive
increase in RF size of neurons across these areas (Kastner and
Ungerleider 2000; Kastner et al. 1998).

In the present report, we provide a full description of our
previous findings (Kastner et al. 1998), including both group
and single subject analyses, and we extend the findings to
dorsal extrastriate areas. Further, we test the idea that sensory
suppressive interactions are scaled to the RF size of neurons in
visual cortex. According to the RF hypothesis, the magnitude
of sensory suppression should be inversely related to the de-
gree of spatial separation among the stimuli. If so, it should be

possible to derive an estimate of RF sizes across several areas
in the human visual cortex by systematically varying the spatial
separation among the stimuli and determining the degree of
suppressive interactions. Preliminary reports of these findings
have been published (Pinsk et al. 1999a,b).

M E T H O D S

Subjects

Eight subjects (4 females, age: 22–35 yr) participated in the study,
which was approved by the National Institute of Mental Health
Institutional Review Board. The subjects participated inexperiment 1,
four in experiment 2,and three inexperiment 3.All subjects were in
good health with no past history of psychiatric or neurological dis-
eases and gave their informed written consent. Subjects had normal or
corrected-to-normal (with contact lenses) visual acuity.

Visual tasks

EXPERIMENT 1: SEQUENTIAL AND SIMULTANEOUS STIMULUS
PRESENTATIONS. This experiment was designed to test whether
multiple stimuli presented together in nearby locations interact in a
mutually suppressive way in human visual cortex. Colorful, complex
bitmaps were used as visual stimuli. Examples of stimuli out of a
library of about 100 are given in Fig. 1,A andB. Four of these stimuli,
each 23 2° in size, were presented in four nearby locations to the

FIG. 1. Experimental design. Four complex images (each
2 3 2° in size) were presented at 6–10° eccentricity from a
fixation point, either sequentially (A) or simultaneously (B).
Presentation time was 250 ms, followed by a blank period of
750 ms, on average, in each location. Stimulus location and
order of presentation were randomized. A stimulation period of
1 s is shown, which was repeated in an ABBA scheme inter-
leaved with equally long blank periods (C). Integrated over
time, the physical stimulation parameters were identical in each
of the 4 locations. However, sensory suppressive interactions
could only take place in the simultaneous but not in the sequen-
tial presentation condition. Based on results from monkey phys-
iology, we predicted therefore that the functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) signal to simultaneous presentations
would be smaller than to sequential presentations (D).
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upper right quadrant centered at 8° eccentricity from a fixation point.
Stimuli were shown in two conditions: sequential (SEQ) and simul-
taneous (SIM). In the sequential condition, stimuli were presented
alone in one of the four locations for 250 ms (Fig. 1A). In the
simultaneous condition, the four stimuli appeared together for 250 ms
(Fig. 1B). The order of stimuli and of locations was randomized.
During a given scan, sequential and simultaneous conditions were
presented in blocks of 18 s interleaved with equally long blank periods
in the sequence SEQ—SIM—SIM—SEQ (Fig. 1C). Each scan started
with a blank period of 36 s and ended with a blank period of 18 s.
Different stimuli were used for different scans. T’s and L’s (0.6° in
size) were presented for 250 ms in random order and in different
orientations at 4 Hz at a central fixation point. The subjects’ task was
to count T’s or L’s at the fixation point throughout the scan. Before
being scanned, subjects received three to four training sessions outside
the scanner to learn to fixate well over several minutes. Eye move-
ments were monitored during these training sessions.

EXPERIMENT 2: SPATIAL SEPARATION OF STIMULI. The purpose of
this experiment was to use sensory suppressive interactions as a way
to assess RF sizes in V1 and in extrastriate visual areas. The visual
stimulation paradigm forexperiment 2was the same as forexperiment
1, except for the size of the stimuli, which was 0.53 0.5°, and the
eccentricity of the display, which was centered at 5.5°. The display
size was parametrically varied by spatially separating the four stimuli.
In the first series of experiments, display sizes of 23 2° and 73 7°,
presented to the upper right quadrant, were tested. In the second series
of experiments, display sizes of 23 2°, 43 4°, and 63 6°, presented
to the upper right quadrant, were used (Fig. 2). The 63 6° display was
also presented centered over the horizontal meridian, and thus
spanned two quadrants of a hemifield (HF, 63 6°; Fig. 2). The data
from the two series of experiments were pooled in the analysis
presented here. The subjects were engaged in the T/L task at fixation.

EXPERIMENT 3: STIMULUS PRESENTATIONS ALONG THE HORIZONTAL

MERIDIAN. This experiment was designed to rule out the possi-
bility that the differences between activations evoked by simulta-
neous and sequential presentation conditions were due to the faster
overall presentation rate in the latter condition. That is, across the
visual field, there were four stimulus onsets in the sequential
condition, but only one in the simultaneous condition. We sought
to demonstrate sensory suppressive interactions directly in areas
that have the upper visual field (UVF) and the lower visual field
(LVF) representations separated by the horizontal meridian (HM).
Four complex images of 23 2° in size were presented centered at
an eccentricity of 6°. One stimulus was presented just above the
HM to the UVF, and three stimuli were presented just below the
HM to the LVF (see Fig. 11). Stimuli were presented for 250 ms
in blocks of 18 s interleaved with equally long blank periods in the
following three conditions:1) one stimulus presented to the UVF,
2) three stimuli presented to the LVF, and3) all four stimuli
presented together (Fig. 11). The order of the stimulus conditions
was randomized. The rate of the presentations was 1 Hz in all
conditions. Subjects were engaged with the T/L task at fixation.

Retinotopic mapping

For each subject, retinotopic mapping was performed in a separate
scanning session. Areas V1, V2, and VP were identified by determin-
ing the alternating representations of the vertical and horizontal me-
ridians, which form the borders of these areas (DeYoe et al. 1996;
Engel et al. 1997; Grill-Spector et al. 1998; Sereno et al. 1995; Shipp
et al. 1995; Tootell et al. 1997). This was accomplished by presenting
high-contrast color and luminance checker stimuli along the meridi-
ans, flickering at 4 Hz. As it was difficult to separate V2 and VP in
some subjects, activity was averaged across the two areas in the group
analyses. In the context of the group analyses, the combined region
will be referred to as V2. Areas V4 and TEO were identified on the
basis of their characteristic UVF and LVF retinotopy. The UVF and
the LVF are separated in V4 and located medially and laterally,
respectively, on the posterior part of the fusiform gyrus (BA 19; see
Fig. 10, Table 1). Area TEO is also located on the fusiform gyrus, just
anterior to area V4 (BA 37; Table 1). This area contains a represen-
tation of the contralateral hemifield but, in contrast to area V4, without
a separation of UVF and LVF (Kastner et al. 1998). Area V4 in this
study likely corresponds to area V4 of McKeefry and Zeki (1997) and
appears to overlap with V4v and V8 described by Hadjikhani et al.
(1998). Mapping the UVF and LVF retinotopy was accomplished by
presenting the complex stimuli to either the upper right or the lower
right quadrant at 8–12° eccentricity. In contrast to Hadjikhani et al.
(1998), we were not able to distinguish V4v, an area with a represen-
tation of the contralateral UFV located just anterior to VP, from area
V8, which they described as having both UVF and LVF representa-
tions. This discrepancy may be due to differences in retinotopic
mapping procedures and/or magnetic field strength between their
study and ours. Activations in area V3A were identified on the basis
of their location in dorsal extrastriate cortex, where the UVF is
represented among LVF representations of other visual areas (Tootell
et al. 1997). Activations in area MT were identified based on the
characteristic anatomical location of this area at the junction of the
ascending limb of the inferior temporal sulcus and the lateral occipital
sulcus (Tootell et al. 1995; Watson et al. 1993; Zeki et al. 1991). In
four of the eight subjects, the locations of areas MT, V4, and TEO
were confirmed by performing additional functional scans, which
probed the motion or color selectivity of these areas, respectively
(e.g., Beauchamp et al. 1999; Hadjikhani et al. 1998; McKeefry and
Zeki 1997; Zeki et al. 1991). Talairach coordinates of visual areas are
given in Table 1.

Data acquisition

Images were acquired with a 1.5 Tesla GE Signa scanner (Milwau-
kee, WI) using a standard head coil. Subjects were comfortably placed
on their backs with their heads restrained and surrounded by soft foam
to reduce head movements. Data were acquired in 26 scan sessions,
each lasting 2 h. In addition, retinotopic mapping was performed in all
subjects during a separate scan session. Functional images were taken
with a gradient echo echo-planar imaging sequence (TR5 3 s, TE 5
40 ms, flip angle5 90°, 643 64 matrix). Sixteen contiguous coronal
slices were taken starting from the posterior pole (thickness: 5 mm; in

FIG. 2. Spatial separation of stimuli. Examples of display
sizes used inexperiment 2. Four stimuli, 0.53 0.5° each, were
presented in displays of 23 2°, 4 3 4°, and 63 6° presented
to the right upper quadrant, or in a 63 6° display presented to
a hemifield (HF). All displays were centered at 5.5° eccentric-
ity. For each display size, stimuli were presented sequentially or
simultaneously in blocks of 18 s interleaved with blank periods,
as inexperiment 1.
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plane resolution: 2.53 2.5 mm). Data forexperiment 1were acquired
in one scanning session for each subject, during which 10–12 scans
were taken. Data for the first series ofexperiment 2were acquired in
one scanning session for each subject, during which six scans with the
2 3 2° display and six scans with the 73 7° display were taken. Data
for the second series ofexperiment 2were acquired in three sessions
for each subject. Insession 1,six scans with a display size of 23 2°
and six scans with a display size of 43 4° were taken. Insession 2,
another six scans of the 43 4° display size and six scans of the 63
6° within-a-quadrant display size were taken. Insession 3,another six
scans of the latter condition and six scans of the 63 6° within-a-
hemifield display size were acquired. Data forexperiment 3were
acquired in one scanning session for each subject, during which
16–20 scans were taken.

Echo-planar images were compared with a co-aligned high-resolu-
tion anatomical scan of the same subject’s brain taken in the same
session (3D SPGR, TR5 15 ms, TE5 7 ms, flip angle5 30°, 2563
256 matrix, FOV5 160 3 160 mm, 28 coronal slices, thickness: 5
mm). Another high-resolution anatomical scan of the whole brain (3D
SPGR, TE5 5.4 ms, flip angle5 45°, 2563 256 matrix, FOV5
240 3 240 mm, 124 sagittal slices, thickness: 1.5 mm) was taken in
a different scan session to perform spatial normalization in SPM96b
and for reconstruction of the cortical surface using BrainVoyager.

Visual stimuli were presented to the subjects as videotapes rear-
projected onto a translucent screen placed 40 cm from the subject’s
feet with a magnetically shielded liquid crystal display (LCD) pro-
jector. Stimuli were viewed from inside the bore of the magnet via a
mirror system attached to the head coil. Synchronization of the video
presentation with the MR data acquisition was accomplished by
manually starting the video the same time as the scanner.

Data analysis

Between-scan head movements were corrected by aligning each
image to a mean image of one of the scans obtained in the middle of
the session using Automatic Image Registration (AIR) software
(Woods et al. 1993). Images were spatially smoothed in-plane with a
small Gaussian filter (FWHM of 1.2 voxel lengths), and ratio-normal-
ized to the same global mean intensity. Statistical analyses were
restricted to brain voxels with adequate signal intensity (average
intensity of .20% of the maximum value across voxels) and per-

formed on both smoothed and unsmoothed data. The first six images
of each scan were excluded from analysis. Statistical analyses were
performed using multiple regression in the framework of the general
linear model (Friston et al. 1995a,b) with National Institutes of Health
functional imaging data analysis program (FIDAP) software. Square-
wave functions matching the time course of the experimental design
were defined as effects of interest in the multiple regression model.
The square-wave functions contrasted1) visual stimulation versus
blank periods (regressor 1), and2) sequential versus simultaneous
presentations (regressor 2). For each effect of interest, square wave
functions were convolved with a Gaussian model of the hemodynamic
response (lag: 4.8 s; dispersion: 1.8 s) to generate idealized response
functions, which were used as regressors in the multiple regression
model. Additional regressors were included into the model to partial
out variance due to baseline shifts between time series and linear drifts
within time series.

To rule out the possibility that the RF size estimates we obtained
did not depend on the statistical model described above, we com-
puted a second statistical model, in which the square-wave func-
tions contrasted1) sequential presentations versus blank periods
and 2) simultaneous presentations versus blank periods. The re-
sulting activation maps were then added, and RF sizes were esti-
mated. The estimates obtained were quantitatively very similar and
not significantly different from the RF size estimates derived from
the original model. Therefore the RF size estimates resulting from
the two statistical models indicated that the estimates did not
depend on the statistical model. Because our original statistical
model was the more conservative approach, the results reported
below were based on this model.

Regions of interest (ROI) were located by identifying clusters of
seven or more contiguous voxels. Statistical significance (P , 0.01)
of these clusters was assessed using random Gaussian field methods
based on their spatial extent and peak height (Friston et al. 1994;
Poline et al. 1997). All statistical results have a single voxelZ
threshold of 2.33 (P, 0.01, experiment 3), or 3.07 (P, 0.001,
experiment 1and 2) (degrees of freedom corrected for correlation
between adjacent time points). Statistically significant clusters of
voxels were overlaid on structural T1-weighted scans taken in the
same session and in the same plane. Activity in visual cortex was
assigned to retinotopically organized areas based on meridian map-
ping and UVF and LVF retinotopy. For three subjects, cortical surface
reconstructions, based on three-dimensional (3-D) volumetric data,
were performed using BrainVoyager software (version 3.9) (Goebel et
al. 1998).

All time course analyses were performed on unsmoothed data.
Time series of fMRI intensities were usually averaged over all voxels
in a given ROI during visual stimulation versus blank presentations
and normalized to the mean intensity obtained during the baseline
condition. Forexperiment 2,in which data were pooled from multiple
scan sessions, the time course analysis was restricted to voxels that
were consistently activated across all conditions. For each subject, the
six peak intensities of the fMRI signal obtained during the sequential
and simultaneous periods were averaged resulting in mean signal
changes. These values were further quantified by defining a sensory
suppression index [SSI5 (RSEQ – RSIM)/(RSEQ 1 RSIM); R is the
averaged responses of the peak MRI intensities obtained during visual
presentation blocks for a given presentation condition]. Statistical
significance was assessed with repeated measures ANOVAs on the
peak intensities of the fMRI signal. Two-way ANOVAs were calcu-
lated to assess significance for indexes. For each subject,Z-score
maps and structural images were transformed into the standard ste-
reotactic Talairach space (Talairach and Tournoux 1988) using
SPM96b. For this purpose, structural and functional partial volumes
were aligned to a high-resolution structural whole brain volume from
the same subject using AIR software in Medx.

TABLE 1. Talairach coordinates of activated areas in visual
cortex (experiment 1)

Area x y z ZScore n

Visual stimulation versus blank (regressor 1)

V1 23 6 2 2806 7 18 6 8 8.16 2.5 8
V2 23 6 4 2796 9 26 6 8 9.56 2.5 8
VP 2126 4 2766 11 2136 5 9.06 3.0 4
V4 2186 4 2746 6 2176 3 12.36 1.9 8
TEO 2236 6 2596 9 2116 5 8.36 1.5 8
V3A 2216 4 2916 6 1246 7 8.26 2.3 6
MT 2446 5 2756 8 18 6 3 5.16 1.8 5

Sequential versus simultaneous presentations (regressor 2)

V1
V2 28 6 5 2806 2 2136 8 3.16 0.9 2
VP 2146 4 2716 16 2146 6 3.96 1.3 2
V4 2216 3 2746 8 2176 4 5.16 1.2 8
TEO 2226 6 2606 7 2116 6 3.46 0.6 8
V3A 2216 3 2906 2 1236 6 3.36 0.6 3
MT 2456 4 2696 8 14 6 10 3.16 0.2 3

Values are means6 SD of peak coordinates in mm;n is number of subjects
showing significant clusters of activation.
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R E S U L T S

Experiment 1: sensory suppressive interactions among
multiple stimuli

In this experiment, epochs of visual presentations alternated
with blank presentations as the subjects counted T’s or L’s at
the fixation point. The T/L task had a high attentional load to
ensure proper fixation and to prevent participants from covertly
attending to the peripheral stimuli. Performance measured out-
side the scanner in this task (75% correct on average) did not
differ during blank, sequential, or simultaneous presentation
periods [F(2, 143)5 1.6,P 5 0.21]. Hence, neither presenta-
tion condition interfered with the T/L task, indicating that this
task provided sufficient attentional load to preclude exogenous
attentional cueing.

The complex stimuli, as compared with blank intervals,
evoked significant activity in visual areas V1, V2, VP, V4, and
TEO of the left hemisphere in all eight subjects (see Table 1).
In four of the eight subjects, the border between V2 and VP
could not be distinguished unequivocally. The locations of the
activations were in the ventral parts of these areas in the left
hemisphere, consistent with the locations of stimuli in the
upper right visual field. In addition, the UVF representations of
dorsal extrastriate areas V3A and MT were activated by the
complex stimuli in six and five of the eight subjects, respec-
tively (see Table 1). The locations of activations for a single

subject are illustrated in coronal sections at different distances
from the occipital pole in Fig. 3, and on a flattened surface
reconstruction of that subject’s brain in Fig. 4. In Fig. 3A, the
assignment of activated voxels to areas V1, V2, V4, TEO,
V3A, and MT, based on meridian mapping and on UVF and
LVF topography, is also shown. The activation within VP for
this subject was on a different coronal section than the ones
illustrated here.

An analysis of the time series of the fMRI signal (Fig. 5) and
the mean signal changes (Fig. 6A) averaged across all subjects
confirmed and extended these results. Among ventral visual
areas, the complex stimuli in the two conditions compared with
blank periods evoked strongest responses in V4 [main effect of
area:F(3, 21)5 4.0,P , 0.05; main effect of visual stimula-
tion: F(23, 161)5 15.4,P , 0.001] with a significant inter-
action of area and visual stimulation [F(69, 483)5 3.7, P ,
0.001]. There was a nonsignificant trend for the complex
stimuli to evoke stronger responses in ventral extrastriate areas
V4 and TEO compared with V3A and MT [F(1, 3)5 8.7,P 5
0.06; Figs. 5 and 6A]. This trend is also apparent in the volume
analysis given in Table 2 (regressor 1).

As predicted by our hypothesis that stimuli presented to-
gether interact in a mutually suppressive way, sequential pre-
sentations evoked stronger responses than simultaneous pre-
sentations in V4 and TEO of all eight subjects, in V3A and MT
of three subjects and in V2 and VP of two subjects. However,

FIG. 3. Brain regions activated in human
visual cortex.A: brain areas activated by the
complex images as compared with blank pre-
sentations (regressor 1). Coronal slices of a
single subject at different distances from the
posterior pole. Activated voxels were as-
signed to areas V1, V2, V4, TEO, V3A, and
MT based on meridian mapping and upper
visual field (UVF) and lower visual field
(LVF) topography.B: brain regions more
strongly activated by sequential than by si-
multaneous presentations (regressor 2).
Same subject and coronal slices as inA.
Sequential presentations evoked significantly
more activity than simultaneous presenta-
tions in V4, TEO, V3A, and MT. The num-
ber below each coronal section indicates the
approximatey Talairach coordinate. R indi-
cates right hemisphere.
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no differences in responses were seen in V1 (see Table 1). This
pattern of activation can also been seen for the single subject
illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4, who showed significantly stronger
activations evoked by the sequential presentations as compared
with the simultaneous presentations in V4, TEO, V3A, and
MT. For this subject, no response differences were seen in V1
or V2 (Figs. 3Band 4B).

The analysis of the time series of the fMRI signal and the
mean signal changes averaged across all subjects revealed that
sequential presentations evoked stronger responses than simul-
taneous presentations in all areas [V1:F(1, 7) 5 18.7, P ,
0.01; V2:F(1, 7)5 30.4,P , 0.001; V4:F(1, 7)5 510.3,P ,

0.0001; TEO:F(1, 7)5 50.0,P , 0.001; V3A:F(1, 5)5 7.7,
P , 0.05; MT: F(1, 5) 5 42.9,P , 0.01; Figs. 5 and 6A]. In
ventral visual areas, the difference in activations between se-
quential and simultaneous presentations increased gradually
from V1 to V4 and TEO [interaction of area and presentation
condition:F(3, 15)5 25.1,P , 0.001]. Interestingly, the level
of activity to simultaneous presentations was similar in V1, V2,
and V4, whereas the responses to sequential presentations
increased from V1 to V4. The gradual increase of sensory
suppression effects across ventral visual areas is also reflected
in the sensory suppression index (SSI; Fig. 6B). The SSI
quantifies the differences in responses to sequential and simul-
taneous presentations. Positive values indicate stronger re-
sponses to sequential than to simultaneous presentations; neg-
ative values indicate the opposite, and values around 0 indicate
the absence of response differences. The SSI gradually in-
creased from V1 to V4 and TEO, with significantly larger
suppression effects in the latter areas [SSI: V1/V2 vs. V4/TEO,
F(1, 30) 5 38.4, P , 0.0001; Fig. 6B]. Sensory suppression
effects in dorsal extrastriate areas V3A and MT were similar
compared with ventral extrastriate areas V4 and TEO (Fig. 6B),
even though these dorsal areas were less activated by the
complex stimuli (Figs. 5 and 6A). These results are also re-
flected in the ratio of volumes activated during sequential
versus simultaneous presentations (regressor 2) to those acti-

FIG. 4. Activated brain regions on flattened surface reconstruc-
tions. Same subject as in Fig. 3. The flattened surface reconstruc-
tion shows areas in ventral visual cortex from V1 to TEO. White
lines indicate representations of the vertical meridians, which form
the areal boundaries of V1/V2 and VP/V4, respectively. Black
lines indicate representations of the horizontal meridians (HM),
which form the areal boundary of V2/VP and separate the UVF
and LVF within V4, respectively. Another HM representation
separates V4 from the lateral-occipital complex, LO.A: colored
regions indicate activations evoked by visual presentations to the
periphery of the visual field compared with blank periods (regres-
sor 1). Ventral visual areas from V1 to TEO were activated. In this
subject, there is also activity in LO.B: colored regions indicate
activations evoked by the sequential compared with the simulta-
neous presentations (regressor 2). The sequential presentations
evoked stronger responses than the simultaneous presentations in
V4 and TEO. The star indicates the region of foveal representa-
tions of the visual field.

FIG. 5. Time series of fMRI signals in visual cortex. Averaged fMRI
signals in V1, V2, V4, TEO, V3A, and MT (n5 8). Sequential presentations
evoked significantly more activity than simultaneous presentations in all visual
areas, but there was a graded increase in response differences in ventral visual
areas from V1 to V4 and TEO. Differences in responses between sequential
and simultaneous presentations were similar in ventral extrastriate areas V4
and TEO and dorsal extrastriate areas V3A and MT.

FIG. 6. Mean signal changes and sensory suppression index.A: mean signal
changes in V1, V2, V4, TEO, V3A, and MT, averaged across subjects. For
each subject, the 6 peak intensities of the fMRI signal obtained during
sequential and simultaneous presentations were averaged.B: sensory suppres-
sion indexes (SSIs) derived for the data shown inA. SSIs increased from V1
to V4 and TEO, which suggests that the effects were scaled to the increasing
receptive field (RF) sizes of neurons in these areas. SSIs were similar in ventral
extrastriate areas V4 and TEO and dorsal extrastriate areas V3A and MT.
Vertical bars indicate SE.
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vated during visual stimulation versus blank (regressor 1),
shown in Table 2.

Experiment 2: an estimate of RF sizes

The increase in the magnitude of the suppression index
across ventral visual areas (Fig. 6B) suggests that the suppres-
sive interactions were scaled to the progressive increase in RF
size of neurons within these areas. This is illustrated schemat-
ically in Fig. 7. Because of their small RFs, individual neurons
in V1 and V2 would be capable of processing information only
from a very limited portion of the 43 4° display, resulting in
minimal interaction effects among stimuli. In contrast, neurons
in V4 and TEO with their larger RFs would process informa-
tion from all four stimuli in the display, resulting in greater
suppressive interaction effects. According to this interpreta-
tion, RFs of neurons in dorsal extrastriate areas V3A and MT
would be similar or possibly larger in size compared with those
in V4 and TEO. This RF size hypothesis does not preclude
suppression arising from the surround outside the classical
excitatory RF. Indeed, suppressive interactions from the RF
surround have been shown in physiological recording studies
(e.g., Allman et al. 1985; Desimone et al. 1985; Kastner et al.
1999; Knierim and Van Essen 1991). The hypothesis simply
assumes that suppression is greatest when nearby stimuli are
separated by distances that are scaled to the RF size in a given
area.

According to the RF hypothesis, sensory suppressive in-
teractions among stimuli falling within RFs should be mod-
ulated by the spatial separation of stimuli. Specifically, the

magnitude of sensory suppression should be inversely re-
lated to the degree of spatial separation among the stimuli.
If so, modulation of sensory suppression by spatial separa-
tion of multiple visual stimuli may be used to derive an
estimate of RF sizes across multiple areas in the human
visual cortex. To test this prediction, we performed two
series of experiments, in which the distance between stimuli
in the display was parametrically varied. In the first series of
experiments, display sizes of 23 2° and 73 7°, presented
to the upper right quadrant, were tested. Results will be
reported for V1 and ventral extrastriate areas, because areas
V3A and MT were not reliably activated in the three sub-
jects tested in this experiment. In the second series of
experiments, display sizes of 23 2°, 4 3 4°, 6 3 6°,
presented to the upper right quadrant, and 63 6°, presented
within a hemifield, were tested (see Fig. 2). Results will be
reported for V1, ventral extrastriate areas, and V3A, but not
for MT, which was not reliably activated in the four subjects
performing this experiment. All displays were centered at
5.5° eccentricity.

The prediction for the first series of experiments was that
increasing the display size from 23 2° to 7 3 7° would
eliminate sensory suppressive interactions in areas V1 and V2,
which have small RFs, reduce or eliminate them in area V4,
which has RFs of intermediate size, but would not alter them in
area TEO, which has large RFs. Time courses of the fMRI
signal obtained with the two display sizes in V1, V2, V4, and
TEO are shown for a single subject in Fig. 8. In V1, sensory
suppressive interactions were absent with both display sizes. In
both V2 and V4, the sequential presentations evoked stronger
responses than the simultaneous presentations with the 23 2°
display, but not with the 73 7° display. In contrast, in TEO,
response differences between sequential and simultaneous pre-
sentations were found with both the 23 2° and 7 3 7°
displays. Similar results were found with the other two subjects
tested in this series of experiments. Thus as predicted, suppres-
sive interactions were eliminated in V4, but not in TEO.
Hence, these results supported the idea that increasing the
distance between the stimuli in the display modulates sensory
suppressive interactions.

In the second series of experiments, the display sizes were
systematically varied to derive an estimate of RF sizes
across multiple areas in the human visual cortex. The SSIs
derived for the various display sizes tested are shown in Fig.

TABLE 2. Volume analysis of activated areas in visual cortex
(experiment 1)

Area

Activated Volume, mm3

Ratio: Regressor 2/
Regressor 1Regressor 1 Regressor 2

V1 7276 155 236 16 0.03
V2 9736 135 1686 52 0.17
VP 5156 87 1726 92 0.33
V4 2,6136 298 1,2106 247 0.46
TEO 1,5316 179 6136 127 0.40
V3A 9386 161 2716 93 0.29
MT 1,2506 507 4256 194 0.34

Values are means6 SE.

FIG. 7. The RF size hypothesis. RF sizes increase in size
from V1 to TEO. The schematic drawing shows RF sizes in
ventral visual cortex in relation to the 43 4° display used in
experiment 1. Sensory suppression effects were likely scaled to
the increasing RF sizes of neurons in these areas. Because of
their small RFs, individual neurons in V1 and V2 would be
capable of processing information only from a very limited
portion of the 43 4° display, resulting in minimal interaction
effects between stimuli; by contrast, neurons in V4 and TEO,
with their larger RFs, would process information from all 4
stimuli in the display, resulting in significantly greater suppres-
sive interaction effects.
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9. The 2 3 2° display size evoked significant sensory
suppression in all visual areas, but V1 [V2:F(1, 7) 5 22.7,
P , 0.01; V4: F(1, 7) 5 53.8,P , 0.001; TEO:F(1, 6) 5
25.9,P , 0.01; V3A: F(1, 3) 5 54.5,P , 0.01]. The 43
4° display induced suppressive interactions in V4, TEO, and
V3A [V4: F(1, 4) 5 9.9, P , 0.05; TEO:F(1, 4) 5 26.1,
P , 0.01; V3A: F(1, 3) 5 11.8,P , 0.05], but not in V1 or
V2. The 6 3 6° within-a-quadrant display evoked signifi-
cant suppressive interactions in TEO and V3A [TEO:F(1,
4) 5 25.3,P , 0.01; V3A: F(1, 3) 5 24.8,P , 0.05], but
not in V1, V2, or V4. Finally, no significant sensory sup-
pressive interactions were seen in any of these areas when
the 63 6° display spanned two quadrants of a hemifield. A
two-way ANOVA of the SSIs revealed a main effect of
display size [F(3, 74)5 13.8,P , 0.0001], a main effect of
area [F(4, 74) 5 19.0, P , 0.0001], and a significant
interaction of display size and area [F(12, 74)5 2.0, P ,
0.05]. From these experiments, at an eccentricity of 5.5°, RF sizes
were estimated to be,2° in V1, 2–4° in V2, and 4–6° in V4. In
TEO and V3A, the RFs were larger than 6–7°, but still confined
to a single quadrant of the contralateral hemifield.

Experiment 3: a direct demonstration of sensory suppression

In the experiments described thus far, the stimulus presen-
tation rate at any one of the four locations was 1 Hz in both the
sequential and simultaneous conditions. However, across the
visual field the overall presentation rate in the two conditions
differed. To rule out the possibility that the differential re-
sponses evoked by the two presentation conditions reflected
differences in overall stimulus presentation rate, we designed
an experiment to demonstrate suppressive interactions while
the presentation rate was held constant. The stimulus display
was arranged so that one of the four stimuli was presented just
above the HM to the UVF and the other three stimuli were
presented just below the HM to the LVF (see outlines in Fig.
11). The idea of this experiment was that nearby stimuli placed
on opposite sides of the HM may competitively interact in
areas with spatially separated UVF and LVF representations,
such as V2 and V4. Although the stimuli were placed on

FIG. 8. Time series of fMRI signals in ventral visual areas with display
sizes of 23 2° and 73 7°. Four stimuli were presented either in the 23 2°
display or in the 73 7° display within the same quadrant in sequential and
simultaneous presentation conditions. Data are from a single subject. When
stimuli were presented with the 23 2° display, response differences to
sequentially and simultaneously presented stimuli were found in V2, V4, and
TEO. When stimuli were presented with the 73 7° display, the response
differences to the sequentially and simultaneously stimuli were abolished in
V2 and V4, but unchanged in TEO.

FIG. 9. SSI with various display sizes.
SSIs for display sizes of 23 2°, 43 4°, 63
6°, and 73 7°, presented to a quadrant, and
of 6 3 6°, presented to a hemifield, for areas
V1, V2, V4, TEO, and V3A. With a display
of 2 3 2°, sensory suppression was signifi-
cant in all areas, but V1. With a display size
of 4 3 4°, sensory suppression was signifi-
cant in V4, TEO, and V3A, but not in V1 or
V2. With display sizes of 63 6° and 73 7°
within-a-quadrant, there were significant
suppressive interactions in TEO and V3A,
but not in the remaining areas. Finally, no
sensory suppression was seen with the 63
6° display presented to a hemifield in any of
these areas (63 6, HF).
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opposite sides of the HM, they presumably fell within the
surrounds of cells in the adjacent visual quadrant, close to the
classical RFs.

Individual results for the three subjects tested in this exper-
iment are shown for area V4 in Fig. 10. In V4, the UVF and
LVF are represented medially and laterally, respectively, on
the fusiform gyrus, separated along the HM (seeleft panelin
Fig. 10 for V4 topography in the 3 subjects;A–C) (cf. also
McKeefry and Zeki 1997). The responses to the single stimulus
presented to the UVF compared with blank presentations are
shown in themiddle panelof Fig. 10. As shown in theright
panel of Fig. 10, these responses were significantly reduced
when the same stimulus was presented together with the three
stimuli in the LVF. The averaged signal change was signifi-
cantly different in the two conditions in V4’s UVF across the
subjects (P, 0.01; Fig. 11). It should be noted that there was
considerable signal spread into V4’s UVF evoked by the three
stimuli presented to the LVF. Because of this spread, the actual
suppression effect is likely to be larger than that reflected in the
difference in responses to the single stimulus and to the four
stimuli. Unlike in V4, in V2, the difference in responses to the
single stimulus and to the four stimuli was not significant (Fig.
11). Thus with this experimental design, suppressive interac-
tions among nearby stimuli could be demonstrated only in an
area with sufficiently large RFs and surrounds to be influenced
by all of the stimuli in the display. These findings in V4 rule
out stimulus presentation rate as the explanation for the sup-
pressive effect.

D I S C U S S I O N

Using fMRI, we have demonstrated, in multiple areas of
human visual cortex, stronger responses evoked by visual
stimuli presented sequentially in four nearby locations than by
the same stimuli presented simultaneously. Based on evidence
from monkey physiology, the reduced responses to simulta-
neously presented stimuli were interpreted as sensory suppres-
sive interactions among multiple stimuli that compete for neu-
ral representation. The suppressive interactions increased
progressively in ventral visual processing areas, with smallest
effects in V1 and strongest effects in V4 and TEO, suggesting
that the suppressive effects were scaled to the increasing RF
sizes of neurons in these areas. In addition, sensory suppressive
interactions in dorsal extrastriate areas V3A and MT were
found to be of similar magnitude to those in ventral extrastriate
areas V4 and TEO. Importantly, sensory suppressive interac-
tions were shown to be modulated by parametrically increasing
the spatial separation of the stimuli in the display. In this way,
an estimate of RF sizes for multiple visual cortical areas was
derived.

Relation to monkey physiology

Single-cell recording studies in monkey visual cortex have
investigated sensory suppressive interactions among multiple
stimuli. In these studies, responses to a single stimulus pre-
sented within a neuron’s RF have been compared with the
responses to that same stimulus presented together with a

FIG. 10. A direct demonstration of sensory suppression.
A–C: data for 3 individual subjects.Left: topography of area V4.
The representation of V4’s UVF and its LVF are located me-
dially and laterally, respectively, in separated but in adjacent
locations on the fusiform gyrus. The UVF and the LVF are split
along the HM. In the subject shown inC, the LVF was not
activated in this coronal plane.Middle: the activity evoked by a
single stimulus (23 2°) presented at 8° eccentricity just above
the HM, as compared with blank presentations, was confined to
V4’s UVF representation.Right: more activity was evoked in
V4’s UVF when the stimulus was presented alone than when it
was shown together with 3 stimuli in the LVF, presented just
below the HM. In all presentation conditions, stimuli were
presented for 250 ms at 1 Hz.
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second stimulus within the RF. In areas V4 and MT/MST, it
has been shown that the addition of an ineffective stimulus,
eliciting a low firing rate, to an effective stimulus, eliciting a
high firing rate, drove the neuron’s firing rate down (Recan-
zone et al. 1997; Reynolds et al. 1999). Similarly, in IT cortex,
a high proportion of neurons exhibited weaker responses to
pairs of stimuli relative to the responses to the effective single
stimulus of the pair (Miller et al. 1993; Rolls and Tovee 1995;
Sato 1989). Because the responses to the paired stimuli did not
summate in these studies, these findings suggest that two
stimuli present simultaneously in a neuron’s RF are not pro-
cessed independently. Rather, multiple stimuli appear to inter-
act in a mutually suppressive way.

Based on these results from monkey physiology, we hypoth-
esized that fMRI signals evoked by simultaneously presented
stimuli would be weaker than those evoked by sequentially
presented stimuli, due to the putative suppressive interactions
that would take place among the stimuli in the simultaneous,
but not in the sequential condition. In accordance with this
hypothesis, we found that simultaneously presented stimuli
indeed evoked weaker activations than sequentially presented
stimuli in multiple visual areas. Moreover, the effects increased
gradually from V1 to V4 and TEO, with the strongest effects in
V4, TEO, MT, and V3A. As these areas have RFs of interme-
diate or large size, in which the four stimuli of the 43 4°
display could interact, we suggest that the suppressive effects
occur predominantly among multiple stimuli within RFs.

It is unlikely, however, that sensory suppressive interactions
among multiple stimuli within RFs accounted for the suppres-
sive effects found in areas V1 and V2, where only a portion of
the display would fit within the neurons’ small RFs. Although
the suppressive effects were small in these areas, they were
significant. It may be that the suppression found in these areas
in the simultaneous condition was due to surround inhibition,
induced from regions beyond the classical RF. Surround inhi-
bition, a reduction in the response to a stimulus within the RF
by stimuli presented outside the classical RF, has been dem-
onstrated for V1 (e.g., Kastner et al. 1999; Knierim and Van
Essen 1991) and extrastriate areas MT and V4 (Allman et al.
1985; Desimone and Schein 1987; Desimone et al. 1985). For
example, in V1, it has been shown that the responses to a bar
stimulus presented in a RF were smaller when that stimulus
was surrounded by similar bar stimuli presented outside the RF
than when the same bar stimulus was presented in the RF
without the surrounding stimuli. Surround inhibition has been
shown to operate over large spatial scales, up to 10–12°
(Knierim and Van Essen 1991; Lamme 1995; Nothdurft et al.
1999) and likely accounts, at least in part, for the suppressive
effects found in V4, when stimuli were placed above or below
the HM. The fact that these effects are long ranging may also
explain the suppression obtained during simultaneous com-
pared with sequential presentations even in areas with small
RFs.

Even in areas beyond V1 and V2, it is difficult to quantita-

FIG. 11. Time series of fMRI signals and mean signal
changes in V2 and V4 (experiment 3).A: time series of fMRI
signals in V2’s and V4’s UVF, averaged across subjects (n5
3). A single stimulus presented just above the HM evoked
stronger responses than when the same stimulus was presented
together with 3 stimuli shown just below the HM. This effect
was found in V4, but not in V2.B: mean signal changes to the
single stimulus presented to the UVF above the HM, the 3
stimuli presented to the LVF stimulus below the HM, and the 4
stimuli presented together, averaged across subjects. For each
subject, the 6 peak intensities of the fMRI signal obtained
during the different conditions were averaged. *P , 0.05.
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tively relate the magnitude of activation in the sequential
condition to that in the simultaneous condition. As described
above, single-cell recording studies have shown that re-
sponses to multiple competing stimuli within RFs are best
described as a weighted average of the responses to each of
the stimuli presented alone, due to suppressive interactions
within the RF (Recanzone et al. 1997; Reynolds et al. 1999).
The complex, colorful stimuli that we used were chosen
because they have been shown to be effective in driving
neurons in ventral visual areas of monkeys (Chelazzi et al.
1993). In the course of our experiments, we used a large
library of about 100 different stimuli, which were similar in
terms of their general properties, such as colorfulness and
texture richness. Therefore we assume that all stimuli were
equally effective in driving neural responses in these areas,
with the qualification that the most central stimulus in the
display probably contributed the most to the integrated
response in the sequential condition due to the cortical
magnification factor. The activity evoked by the stimuli in
the sequential presentation was presumably close to the sum
of the responses to each stimulus presented alone, integrated
over time. By contrast, the activity evoked by the multiple
stimuli presented simultaneously was presumably closer to
the weighted average of the responses to the single stimuli
presented alone. Furthermore, as indicated above, the four
stimuli in our display did not contribute equally to the
response, inasmuch as one stimulus in the display was
presented closer to the fovea than the others and thus almost
certainly dominated the population response. The major
contribution of the three more peripheral stimuli in the
simultaneous display was probably to reduce the response to
the more central stimulus. Given the differential contribu-
tions of the central and peripheral stimuli, in conjunction
with the limited spatial and temporal resolution of the fMRI
method, we are not able to assess the relationship between
the responses to the sequential and simultaneous stimulus
displays quantitatively, as has been possible using single-
cell recordings (Reynolds et al. 1999). However, clearly the
physiological results predict that the responses to the simul-
taneously presented stimuli should be qualitatively smaller
than the responses to the sequentially presented stimuli, and
that the spatial dependence of this relationship should be
closely linked to RF size, as we have found.

RF sizes in human and monkey visual cortex

Single-cell recording studies in the monkey have pro-
vided detailed topographical maps of retinotopically orga-
nized visual areas. One key characteristic is the increase in
RF sizes at successive stages of visual processing. For
example, at parafoveal eccentricities, RFs of neurons are
about 1.5° in V1, and about 4° in V4, whereas neurons in TE
have a median RF size of 263 26° (Desimone and Gross
1979; Gattass et al. 1981, 1988; Van Essen et al. 1984).
Functional brain imaging studies have begun to reveal a
remarkably similar topographical organization within the
human visual cortex (for review see Courtney and Unger-
leider 1997; Tootell et al. 1996). However, so far, RF sizes
in human visual cortex have not been determined. Based on
our observation that the sensory suppression effects gradu-
ally increased from V1 to V4 and TEO, we hypothesized

that these effects were scaled to the RF sizes of neurons in
these areas. If so, we expected that sensory suppression
would be modulated by spatially separating the stimuli in
the display. Moreover, the magnitude of the suppression
effect should be inversely related to the degree of spatial
separation among the stimuli. In agreement with these pre-
dictions, separating the stimuli by 4° abolished sensory
suppressive interactions in V2, reduced them in V4, but did
not affect them in TEO. Separating the stimuli by 6 –7° led
to a further reduction of sensory suppression in V4, but
again it had no effect in TEO. Thus by systematically
varying the spatial separation among the stimuli and mea-
suring suppressive interactions, it was possible to get an
estimate of RF sizes across several visual areas in the
human cortex. The RFs were estimated, at an eccentricity of
about 5°, to be,2° in V1, in the range of 2– 4° in V2, in the
range of 4 – 6° in V4, larger than 7° in TEO, and larger than
6° in V3A, but for both TEO and V3A, still confined to a
quadrant.

In monkeys, RF sizes have been defined at the level of single
cells. Here, we have measured hemodynamic responses, that is,
BOLD contrast, to determine RF sizes in the human visual
cortex. It should be noted that there are several important
differences between these two methods. First, it is not known
how single-unit activity translates into hemodynamic re-
sponses. There is evidence that hemodynamic responses best
reflect local field potentials rather than single-unit activity
(Logothetis et al. 2000). Second, we have investigated the
responses of large populations of neurons, that is spatially
integrated signals from entire visual areas, rather than localized
signals as in single-unit recordings. Population responses inte-
grated over large cortical areas have never been measured
using single-cell recordings. In addition, our RF size estimates
depend on the assumption that RF sizes and sensory suppres-
sion effects scale with a factor of one. Because the true scale
factor is not known from physiological studies, these estimates
represent approximate, but not absolute values. For example,
as discussed above, it is possible that suppressive effects from
beyond the classical RF contributed to the overall suppression
effect measured with our paradigm. If so, this may have re-
sulted in an overestimation of RF sizes. Finally, it is possible
that the integration of neural activity evoked by stimuli pre-
sented over extended periods of time (e.g., 18 s with our
paradigm) introduces nonlinearities between the neural and the
hemodynamic measures. From the studies of Boynton et al.
(1996), there is no evidence for such nonlinearities for the time
periods used in this study. However, because we did not probe
such nonlinearities directly, more research is needed to resolve
this particular issue. Given all these caveats, it is remarkable

TABLE 3. Receptive field sizes in human and monkey visual cortex
at 5.5° eccentricity

Area Human Monkey*

V1 ,2 1.5
V2/VP 2–4 2.5
V4 4–6 4
TEO .7† 8
V3A .6†

Values are in deg. * From Gattass et al. (1981, 1988), Van Essen et al.
(1984), and Boussaoud et al. (1991). † Confined to a quadrant.
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that our estimates of RF sizes in human visual cortex turned out
to be strikingly similar to those measured in the putative
homologous visual areas of monkeys, as shown in Table 3
(Boussaoud et al. 1991; Gattass et al. 1981, 1988; Van Essen et
al. 1984). Importantly, our findings indicate that, as in monkey
visual cortex, RF sizes of neurons in human visual cortex
increase at successive stages of processing, in accordance with
preliminary findings from Smith et al. (1999). Our findings
strongly support the notion that results from monkey physiol-
ogy can be used to derive hypotheses for human fMRI studies
despite the uncertainties in terms of the translation of single-
unit activity into hemodynamic responses, and the integration
of signals over space and time in fMRI studies compared with
physiology studies.

Transient onset effect, hemodynamic rate effect, exogenous
attentional cueing: alternative accounts?

In experiments 1and 2, sensory suppressive interactions
among multiple competing stimuli were probed in a design in
which the stimuli were presented sequentially and simulta-
neously in four nearby locations. It would have been ideal to
probe sensory suppressive interactions among multiple stimuli
more directly by comparing the responses to a single stimulus
presented alone to the responses to the same stimulus presented
together with multiple competing stimuli. Such a design would
have been exactly comparable to those typically used in the
physiology studies described above. However, such a design
would have required us to spatially resolve responses to single
stimuli presented in nearby locations, which is not possible in
many areas of visual cortex using conventional fMRI tech-
niques at 1.5T.

We were able to separate activations in some visual areas by
presenting stimuli on opposite sides of the horizontal meridian
(experiment 3); however, the suppressive interactions in this
experiment turned out to be small and only existent in areas
with sufficiently large RFs, such as V4. Therefore unlike the
design used inexperiment 1and2, the design ofexperiment 3
neither allowed us to compare sensory suppression effects
across multiple visual areas nor to derive an estimate of RF
sizes by modulation of sensory suppression. However, the
design used inexperiments 1and 2 raises certain questions
regarding our interpretation that sensory suppression accounts
for the signal difference found between sequentially and si-
multaneously presented stimuli.

Although the physical stimulation parameters in each of
the four locations were identical in both conditions, there
were four transient onsets during sequential presentations
compared with one onset during simultaneous presentations.
Thus the stronger neural responses to the sequential presen-
tations compared with the simultaneous presentations in
areas with RFs of intermediate or large size may be due to
differences in transient onsets rather than sensory suppres-
sive interactions among competing stimuli. To rule out this
possibility, we conductedexperiment 3,in which the pre-
sentation rate was kept constant. We used a diamond-shaped
configuration of stimuli, presented along the HM, and ex-
ploited the fact that the UVF and LVF representations are
separated along the HM in V2 and V4. This anatomical
organization allowed us to distinguish activations evoked by

stimuli presented to the UVF and LVF in locations close to
the HM. Thus we were able to investigate the activations
evoked by a single stimulus presented to the UVF and
compare them with activations evoked when the same stim-
ulus was shown together with three other stimuli presented
to the LVF. In both conditions, the presentation rate was the
same. The results demonstrated that the activation in V4
evoked by a single stimulus presented in the UVF was
reduced when that same stimulus was presented simulta-
neously with three nearby stimuli in the LVF. Because the
stimulus presentation rate and onset transients in the two
conditions were identical, sensory suppressive interactions
can be the only interpretation of the result. It is interesting
to note that the suppressive effect was not seen in V2, which
is likely due to the fact that the RFs of neurons in V2 were
too small to encompass the four stimuli in the display.

Another issue concerning the design used inexperiments
1 and2 is whether the differences in presentation rate during
sequential and simultaneous conditions could have led to
differences in the evoked hemodynamic responses. The de-
pendence of the hemodynamic response on presentation rate
is well-known (e.g., Rees et al. 1997; Schneider et al. 1994).
Typically, for both striate and extrastriate areas, the hemo-
dynamic response increases with increasing presentation
rate. Therefore across several visual areas, one would expect
a similar increase in response as stimulation rate increases.
However, in contrast to this prediction, we found a graded
increase in response differences to sequentially and simul-
taneously presented stimuli in ventral visual areas. More-
over, there was a modulation of response differences in the
two conditions by spatially separating the stimuli. Both
findings cannot be explained by a presentation rate account.
Further, in an attention study using the same visual para-
digm, we found stronger effects of attention on simulta-
neously than on sequentially presented stimuli (Kastner et
al. 1998), even though attentional effects on stimuli differ-
ing in rate should be similar (Rees et al. 1997). Taken
together, these arguments strongly speak against the possi-
bility that differences in presentation rate and corresponding
differences in the evoked hemodynamic response could
account for the present findings.

A final issue concerning the design used inexperiments 1
and2 is the possibility that the sequentially presented stim-
uli led to stronger exogenous attentional cueing due to the
four transient onsets during the sequential presentations as
compared with the one transient onset during the simulta-
neous presentations. If the larger responses in the sequential
condition were due to stronger exogenous attentional cue-
ing, then one would expect stronger behavioral interference
in the T/L task during the sequential compared with the
simultaneous condition. However, in behavioral studies
conducted outside the scanner, we showed that the subjects’
performance did not differ during blank, sequential, and
simultaneous presentations, indicating that the T/L task
provided sufficient attentional load to preclude exogenous
attentional cueing in either presentation condition. Finally,
if the differences in activation between sequential and si-
multaneous presentations were due to greater exogenous
cueing in the sequential condition, then increasing the sep-
aration between stimuli should not make any difference.
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However, we showed that increasing the spatial separation
among stimuli modulated the response differences to se-
quentially and simultaneously presented stimuli, which can-
not be explained by exogenous attentional cueing. Rather,
our data are best interpreted in terms of sensory suppressive
interactions among multiple visual stimuli that compete for
neural representation within RFs. The data presented in this
paper cannot be explained in terms of any of the alternative
accounts discussed.

This study was supported in part by Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft
Grant Ka 1284/1-1 to S. Kastner.
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